POLYURETHANE PIGS

- SUD and VIPRS™ Pig
  - For product removal and batching
  - 2” to 12” sizes available
  - Available in urethane, rubber blend and silicone

- UniSeries Pigs
  - For Cleaning and Batching in flowlines
  - Available in urethane and Maxithane™

- MULTI-CAST ™ Pig
  - Urethane re-usable shaft
  - Can be configured in different ways
  - One man can easily assemble/reconfigure in minutes

Sensors, Detectors and Specialty Equipment

- Apache PigPRO™ Pig Signaller
  - This intrusive style detector is available in Series 57, 55, 53 and 67.

- Electronic pig tracking equipment with 22 Hz Signal Receiver
  - Any size dual power/dual mode transmitters
  - Geophones also available.

- Dust and Dewatering Bags

Pipeline Cleaning and Integrity

Inline Services offers a unique blend of high quality cleaning pigs, innovative technologies and technical expertise. With decades of experience in pigging and pig manufacturing, our professionals can custom design products and services to suit any application. It’s what we call “Intelligent Cleaning” – cost effective, built-for-purpose pigs, accessories and pigging programs. Our quality and service is unmatched in the industry.

INTELLIGENT PIPELINE CLEANING

corrosion control • dewatering • pit cleaning • wax removal
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**MANDREL PIGS**
- Heavy-Duty Carbon Steel Body
- Fully-customizable configuration of cups, discs and brushes
- For cleaning, scraping, batching, dewatering and gauging
- Aluminum or stainless steel bodies available for special applications

**SPEED CONTROL PIG**
- Transmitter for ease of tool tracking
- Dual odometers for accurate distance measurement to points of interest
- Data logger records pipeline slope, pressure, temperature and tool orientation
- IMU detects roll, pitch, yaw, and vibration
- Variable bypass to keep debris in suspension ahead of tool
- Pig does not skate over liquids
- Can be used to enhance chemical cleaning processes
- Can be used as a towing device
- Allows for multiple add-ons including brushes and cameras

**RUBBER DISC PIGS**
- Bi-Directional Disc Pig: ideal for pre-inspection cleaning with superior sealing and support
- HZ Cleaning Pig with high seal DC cups and spring loaded brushes
- Ring Brush Cleaning Pig with disc and ring brushes for excellent bi-directional cleaning

**FOAM DISC PIG™**
- Transmitter for ease of tool tracking
- Dual odometers for accurate distance measurement to points of interest
- Data logger records pipeline slope, pressure, temperature and tool orientation
- IMU detects roll, pitch, yaw, and vibration
- Variable bypass to keep debris in suspension ahead of tool
- Pig does not skate over liquids
- Can be used to enhance chemical cleaning processes
- Can be used as a towing device
- Allows for multiple add-ons including brushes and cameras

**FOAM PIGS**
- For use in pipelines, petrochemical, potable water and sewage systems
- Available in sizes from 2” to 60”
- Bare Foam, criss cross urethane coating, brushes and silicone carbide construction
- Dished end with a cone nose
- Available with both ends dished
- Handling rope standard on 16” and larger sizes
- Available with Cavity for Pig Tracking

**BRUSHES**
- Brushes available mounted on wear-compensating springs or on a ring brush in steel, stainless or Protran
- Inline’s aggressive Pit Cleaning brush for maximum rust, black powder and millscale removal
- Urethane and neoprene cups and discs for a wide variety of applications

**FOAM DISC PIG™**
- Our patented Foam Disc Pig™
- Sizes 2” to 48” and extended lengths for special applications
- Available in 5 lb and 8 lb Foam
- Made from open cell polyurethane foam
- Circular grooves provide a series of wiping edges
- Multiple disc design reduces bypass
- Excellent dewatering and batching pig
- Available with Cavity for Pig Tracking
- Available with bullet nose
- Handling rope standard on 16” and larger sizes